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as Internet Servi e Providers (ISPs), ompanies and universities. Sin e two ISPs might merge into one and ea h
administrative domain an possess several ASes, an administrative domain an operate one or several ASes. Routing
within an AS is ontrolled by intradomain routing proto ols su h as stati routing, OSPF, IS-IS, and RIP. A
pair of ASes inter onne t via dedi ated links and/or publi
network a ess points, and routing between ASes is determined by the interdomain routing proto ol su h as Border
Gateway Proto ol (BGP). One key distin t feature of the
interdomain routing proto ol is that it allows ea h AS to
hoose its own administrative poli y in sele ting the best
route, and announ ing and a epting routes. One of the
most important fa tors in determining routing poli ies is
the ommer ial ontra tual relationships between administrative domains.
The ommer ial agreements between pairs of administrative domains an be lassi ed into ustomer-provider, peering, mutual-transit, and mutual-ba kup agreements [2, 3℄.
A ustomer pays its provider for onne tivity to the rest
of the Internet. Therefore, a provider does transit traÆ
for its ustomers. However, a ustomer does not transit
traÆ between two of its providers. A pair of peers agree
to ex hange traÆ between their respe tive ustomers free
of harge. A mutual-transit agreement allows a pair of administrative domains to provide onne tivity to the rest
of the Internet for ea h other. This mutual-transit relationship is typi ally between two administrative domains
su h as small ISPs who are lo ated lose to ea h other and
who an not a ord additional Internet servi es for better
onne tivity. A pair of administrative domains may also
provide ba kup onne tivity to the Internet for ea h other
in the event that one administrative domain's onne tion
to its provider fails.
These ontra tual ommer ial agreements between administrative domains play a ru ial role in shaping the
stru ture of the Internet and the end-to-end performan e
hara teristi s. Previous work on the Internet topology
has been fo used on the inter onne tion stru ture at either
AS or router level [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄. Sin e routing between
ASes is ontrolled by BGP { a poli y-based routing protool, onne tivity does not imply rea hability. For example,
national ISPs A and B are onne ted to their ustomer
{ a regional ISP C respe tively. Although ISPs A and B
are onne ted through ISP C, ISP A an not rea h ISP B
via ISP C sin e C as a ustomer does not provide transit servi es between its providers. Even if ISPs A and B

Abstra t

The Internet onsists of rapidly in reasing number of hosts
inter onne ted by onstantly evolving networks of links
and routers. Interdomain routing in the Internet is oordinated by the Border Gateway Proto ol (BGP). BGP
allows ea h autonomous system (AS) to hoose its own
administrative poli y in sele ting routes and propagating
rea hability information to others. These routing poli ies
are onstrained by the ontra tual ommer ial agreements
between administrative domains. For example, an AS sets
its poli y so that it does not provide transit servi es between its providers. Su h poli ies imply that AS relationships are an important aspe t of Internet stru ture. We
propose an augmented AS graph representation that lassi es AS relationships into ustomer-provider, peering, and
sibling relationships. We lassify the types of routes that
an appear in BGP routing tables based on the relationships between the ASes in the path and present heuristi algorithms that infer AS relationships from BGP routing tables. The algorithms are tested on publi ly available
BGP routing tables. We verify our inferen e results with
AT&T internal information on its relationship with neighboring ASes. As mu h as 99.1% of our inferen e results
are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. We also
verify our inferred sibling relationships with the information a quired from the WHOIS lookup servi e [1℄. More
than half of our inferred sibling-to-sibling relationships are
on rmed by the WHOIS lookup servi e. To the best of
our knowledge, there has been no publi ly available information about AS relationships and this is the rst attempt
in understanding and inferring AS relationships in the Internet. We show eviden e that some routing table entries
stem from router mis on gurations.
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Introdu tion

The Internet has experien ed a tremendous growth in its
size and omplexity sin e its ommer ialization. The Internet onne ts thousands of Autonomous Systems (ASes)
operated by many di erent administrative domains su h
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an rea h ea h other via other ISPs, the end-to-end performan e hara teristi s between A and B an not be inferred
from that of between A and C and between C and B. For
example, the delay between A and B is independent of the
total delay between A and C and between C and B. This
has been observed by several measurement studies [10, 11℄.
Therefore, a global pi ture of AS relationships is an important aspe t of the Internet stru ture.
We propose an augmented AS graph representation to
apture AS relationships. We lassify the relationship between a pair of inter onne ted ASes into ustomer-provider,
peering, and sibling relationships. There is no publi ly
available information about inter-AS relationships. ISPs
do not register their relationships to the Internet registries.
Internet registries su h as ARIN [1℄ do provide information
su h as who administrates an AS. However, the information an be out of date and does not imply anything about
how ASes relate to ea h other. Contra tual agreements
between ISPs are proprietary and ompanies are unwilling
to reveal even the names of their ISPs [12℄. Internet Routing Registries (IRR) was reated as a repository of routing
poli ies. However, some ISPs are not willing to reveal their
poli ies and even if they are, these routing poli ies might
not spe ify AS relationships.
In this paper, we present heuristi algorithms that infer
the augmented AS graph from BGP routing tables. We
rst formally present the routing poli ies implied by AS
relationships and derive routing table entry patterns as
the result of routing poli ies. We then infer the AS relationships based on the heuristi that the size of an AS is
typi ally proportional to its degree in the AS graph. This
heuristi has been used by Govindan and Reddy [5℄ in lassifying ASes into four levels of hierar hy. Our heuristi
algorithms lassify an inter onne ted AS pair into having
a provider- ustomer, peering, or sibling relationship. The
running time of the algorithm is linear in the total number
of onse utive AS pairs in the routing tables. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the rst attempt in understanding
and inferring AS relationships in the Internet.
Furthermore, we perform an experimental study of AS
relationships in the Internet. BGP routing tables are retrieved from the Route Views server in Oregon [16℄, whi h
is publi ly available and has the most omplete view urrently available. The Route Views server establishes BGP
peering sessions with many tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs. Among
the onne ted AS pairs, the algorithms infer that more
than 90.5% of the AS pairs have ustomer-provider relationships, less than 1.5% of the AS pairs have sibling relationships, and less than 8% of the AS pairs have peering
relationships. We verify our inferen e results with AT&T
internal information on its relationship with neighboring
ASes. Our result shows that 100% of our inferred ustomers are on rmed by the AT&T internal information.
100% of our inferred peers are on rmed by the AT&T
internal information. 20% of our inferred siblings are onrmed by the AT&T internal information. Out of all of our
inferen e results, 98.9% of inferen e results are on rmed
by the AT&T internal information. We also verify our in-

ferred sibling relationships with the information a quired
from the WHOIS lookup servi e [1℄. More than half of the
inferred sibling relationships are on rmed by the WHOIS
lookup servi e. We show eviden e that some BGP routing
table entries stem from router mis on gurations.
The remainder of the paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 presents an overview of interdomain routing and disusses previous work on the Internet topology and routing.
In Se tion 3, we de ne the types of relationships between
ASes and implied export poli ies. We also derive routing table entry patterns resulted from the export poli ies.
Se tion 4 presents heuristi algorithms for inferring AS relationships. In Se tion 5, we perform an empiri al study of
inferring AS relationships by using publi ly available BGP
routing tables. We on lude the paper in Se tion 6 with a
summary and future work.
2

Ba kground on Interdomain Routing and Related Work

In this se tion, we present ba kground material on the Internet routing ar hite ture [17℄ and the use of BGP for
interdomain routing [18, 19℄. We also summarize previous
work on the Internet topology dis overy.

2.1 Internet Ar hite ture
The Internet onsists of a large olle tion of hosts interonne ted by networks of links and routers. The Internet
is divided into thousands of distin t regions of administrative domain, ea h of whi h possesses one or several autonomous systems (ASes). Examples of administrative domain range from ollege ampuses and orporate networks
to large Internet Servi e Providers (ISPs) su h as AT&T
or MCI World om. Ea h AS in the Internet is represented
by a 16-bit AS number, whi h brings to a total of 65536
possible ASes. Not all AS numbers are assigned to administrative domains and some assigned AS numbers are not
used. On January 2, 2000, there are at least 6474 ASes
in use [20℄. Many ISPs possess several ASes. For example, MCI World om owns at least 143 ASes on De . 10,
1997 [20℄. An AS has its own routers and routing poliies, and onne ts to other ASes to ex hange traÆ with
remote hosts. A router typi ally has very detailed knowledge of the topology within its AS, and limited rea hability information about other ASes. ASes inter onne t at
dedi ated point-to-point links or publi Internet ex hange
points (IXPs) su h as MAE-EAST or MAE-WEST. Publi ex hange points typi ally onsist of a shared medium,
su h as a Gigabit Ethernet or an ATM swit h, that inter onne ts routers from several di erent ASes. Physi al
onne tivity at the IXP does not ne essarily imply that
every pair of ASes ex hanges traÆ with ea h other.
We an model the onne tivity between ASes in the Internet using an AS graph G = (V ; E ), where the node set
V
onsists of ASes and the edge set E onsists of AS pairs
that ex hange traÆ with ea h other. Note that the edges
2

2.2 Routing Poli ies and BGP Routing Tables

of AS graph represent logi al relationships between ASes
and do not represent the form of the physi al onne tion.
Figure 1 shows an example of an AS graph. The degree of
an AS is the number of ASes that are its neighbors. Formally, the degree of AS u, D(u) = jfv j(u; v ) 2 E gj. The
degree of an AS an be a good heuristi in determining the
size of the AS. In [5℄, AS degrees have been used to lassify
ASes into four levels of hierar hy.

BGP is a path-ve tor proto ol that onstru ts paths by su essively propagating updates between pairs of BGP speaking routers that establish BGP peering sessions [19, 18℄.
Ea h update r on erns a parti ular pre x, r:pref ix, and
in ludes the list of the ASes along the path (the AS path ),
r:as path. Ea h BGP speaking router originates updates
for one or more pre xes, and an send the updates to its
immediate neighbors via BGP sessions. The simplest pathve tor proto ol would employ shortest AS path routing,
where ea h AS sele ts a route with the shortest AS path.
However, BGP allows a mu h wider range of routing poliies so as to honor ontra tual agreements that ontrol the
ex hange of traÆ . Upon re eiving an update, a router
must de ide whether or not to use this path a ording to
import poli ies and, if the path is hosen, whether or not
to propagate the update to neighboring ASes a ording
to export poli ies. Routing poli ies are set by manipulating update attributes in luding next-hop interfa e address
(r:next hop), lo al preferen e (r:lo al pref ), multiple-exit
dis riminator (r:med), and ommunity set (r: set) as des ribed in the following paragraphs. Routing poli ies are
on gured on ea h BGP speaking router. For the simpli ity of exposition, we use an AS to represent BGP speaking
routers in the AS and use the AS and its BGP speaking
routers inter hangeably throughout this paper.
An AS uses import poli ies to transform in oming route
updates. These import poli ies in lude denying an update,
or permitting an update and assigning a lo al preferen e
to indi ate how favorable the path is. We onsider a BGP
session (u; v ) 2 E between two ASes, u and v . v re eives
a set of route updates R from u. Let import(u; v )[R℄ represent v 's update set after applying the import poli y. For
example, an import poli y ould assign r:lo al pref = 100
if AS 1 appears in r:as path or deny any update that inludes AS 2 in r:as path. Further, BGP dis ards a routing
update when v already appears in the AS path of the update; this is essential to avoid introdu ing a y le in the
AS path. That is, BGP has the following loop-avoidan e
rule:
if v 2 r:as path, then import(u; v )[frg℄ = fg
After applying the import poli ies for route updates from
a BGP session, an AS saves all the imported updates in its
BGP routing table. The AS then follows a route sele tion pro ess that pi ks the best route for ea h pre x. Let
B (u; d) denote the best route sele ted by u for pre x d.
B (u; d) is sele ted by pi king the route with the highest
lo al pref , breaking ties by sele ting the route with the
shortest as path. Note that lo al preferen e overrides the
AS-path length. Among the remaining routes, the AS pi ks
the one with the smallest med, breaking ties by sele ting
the route with the smallest intradomain routing ost. If a
tie still exists, further tie-breaking rules an be found at
[19℄.
Ea h AS sends only its best route for a pre x to a neighbor. Export poli ies allow an AS to determine whether to
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Figure 1: An AS graph example
Ea h AS has responsibility for arrying traÆ to and
from a set of ustomer IP addresses. The s alability of the
Internet routing infrastru ture depends on the aggregation
of IP addresses in ontiguous blo ks, alled pre xes , ea h
onsisting of a 32-bit IP address and a mask length (e.g.,
1:2:3:0=24). An AS employs an intradomain routing proto ol (su h as OSPF or IS-IS) to determine how to rea h
ea h ustomer pre x, and employs an interdomain routing proto ol (su h as BGP) to advertise the rea hability of
these pre xes to neighboring ASes. We denote the set of
pre xes that are originated from AS u by O(u).
Sin e the ommer ialization of the Internet in 1995, the
Internet has experien ed tremendous growth in both size
and omplexity. The inter onne tions between ASes are
dynami ally evolving sin e ISPs an add or remove onne tions to other ASes and ompanies an hange their
Internet servi e providers. Furthermore, the ontra tual
agreements between ASes an hange due to ISP merging
and restru turing. There are several registration servi es
for the administration and registration of IP and AS numbers. ARIN [1℄ is an Internet registry that provides the
WHOIS lookup servi e in North Ameri a, South Ameri a,
the Caribbean and sub-Saharan Afri a. The WHOIS servi e provides information about ea h AS su h as the name
and address of the administrative domain that the AS belongs to. Other registration servi es in lude RIPE NCC,
whi h provides servi es for Europe, the Middle East and
parts of Afri a, and APNIC, whi h provides servi es for
Asia Pa i . However, answering simple questions su h as
whi h ASes belong to an ISP or whi h pre xes are originated from AS u is not a straightforward undertaking.
There is no one-to-one relationship between AS numbers
and ISPs, and networks are at times onne ted via multiple ISPs.
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send its best route to a neighbor and, if it does send the
route, what hint it should send to its neighbor on using the
route. AS u applies export poli ies export(v; u) to its best
route set, R, for sending to a neighboring AS v . Export
poli ies in lude permitting or denying a route, assigning
multiple exit dis riminator (to ontrol how traÆ enters
its network), adding a ommunity value to ommunity set
(to hint on what preferen e a neighbor should give to the
route), and prepending u one or more times to AS path (to
dis ourage traÆ from entering its network by in ating the
length of the AS path listing its AS number multiple times).
For example, AS u ould de line to advertise routes to AS
v that have
ommunity 10 in the ommunity set. Also,
AS u ould prepend u two times to the AS path for pre x
1:2:3:0=24 and for any route that in ludes AS 2 in the AS
path. For any route update r, an AS always applies an
impli it poli y that sets r:lo al pref and r:med to default
values, assigns r:next hop to u's interfa e onne ting to v ,
and prepends u to r:as path. Ultimately, the export poli y
transforms the set of updates R as export(v; u)[R℄, whi h
u transmits to v using a BGP session.
Ea h BGP speaking router keeps a BGP routing table,
whi h stores a set of andidate routes for the router. We
refer to a andidate route as a routing table entry, whi h inludes a destination pre x, next-hop, med, lo al preferen e
and AS path of the route. For the sake of simpli ity, we
des ribe the routing table entries for a xed pre x d. The
routing table entry in AS u for destination d is a route with
empty AS path, denoted as e(u,d), if u originates pre x d.
Otherwise, the routing table entries in u for d depend on
the best route of its neighboring AS v , B (v; d), as well as
the import poli ies of u from v and the export poli ies of v
to u. Formally, the routing table entries of u for destination
pre x d
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*> 4.2.24.0/21 134.24.127.3 1740 1 i
*
194.68.130.254 5459 5413 1 i
*
158.43.133.48 1849 702 702 701 1 i
*
193.0.0.242
3333 286 1 i
*
144.228.240.93 1239 1 i

An AS an spe ify a diverse set of routing poli ies in luding its preferen e on route sele tion and ltering. However,
routing poli ies are typi ally onstrained by ommer ial
ontra tual agreements negotiated between administrative
domain pairs. Routing poli ies are often manually on gured in BGP speaking routers by administrative domain
operators. The potential for the various poli ies to on i t
with and ontradi t one another is enormous [15℄. To address these hallenges, Internet Routing Registries (IRR),
a distributed database of routing registries, was reated.
The aim of IRR is to a t as a repository of routing poli ies
and to perform onsisten y he king on the registered information. However, not all ISPs are willing to reveal their
poli ies and even if they are, Routing Poli y Spe i ation
Language (RPSL) [21, 22℄ has only been re ently standardized. ISPs are still in the early stage of migrating to the
new standard. As a result, information on IRR is far from
omplete.

2.3 Related Work
The in reasing importan e and omplexity of the Internet
routing infrastru ture has sparked interest in understanding Internet topology and its e e t on the end-to-end performan e. Previous work onsists of dis overing the Internet topology, onstru ting the Internet distan e map, and
identifying inherent stru tural properties of the Internet.
Several studies [6, 9℄ present heuristi s on dis overing the
router adja en ies by e e tively using the tra eroute tool.
Motivated by important problems su h as the mirror site
pla ement, Jamin and Theilmann et al study the onstru tion of distan e maps by estimating the end-to-end distan e
using strategi ally pla ed measurement servers [7, 8, 10℄.
Faloutsos et al identify the power-law properties of the Internet onne tivity at both router and AS levels [4℄. In
[5℄, inter-AS onne tivity is hara terized by a hierar hy
of ASes, where ASes are lassi ed into four levels by the
degree of the AS.
With the ex eption of [5℄, all of the aforementioned work
do not have expli it notion of AS hierar hy. To the best
of our knowledge, all studies have assumed that the onne tivity is equivalent to the rea hability and there is no
expli it notion of AS relationships in the topology hara terization. Our paper is the rst study that explores AS
relationships, whi h is an inherent aspe t of the poli ybased Internet routing stru ture. The information about
AS relationships is ru ial in fully understanding stru tural
properties of the Internet. Further, AS relationships an
help to e e tively pla e measurement servers and better
approximate end-to-end distan es.

(1)

O u

)2E import(v; u)[export(u; v )[B (v; d)℄℄

otherwise
We show a router's BGP routing table entries for destination pre x 4:2:24:0=21 below. The AS has ve andidate routes to 4:2:24:0=21: AS path (1740 1) via next hop
134.24.127.3, AS path (5459 5413 1) via next hop
194.68.130.254, et . Note that the third andidate route
has AS path (1849 702 702 701 1), where AS 702 appears
twi e onse utively. This is due to AS prepending; AS 702
appends its AS number twi e before exporting to AS 1849.
Sin e we are interested in inferring AS relationships in this
paper, the extra appearan e of an AS number does not
give us additional information in this ontext. Therefore,
for the sake of simpli ity, we assume that the AS path in
the BGP routing table entry is prepro essed so that no AS
appears more than on e throughout this paper. In addition, we list ASes in an AS path in the order that ASes
are traversed when a pa ket is sent from the sour e to the
destination throughout this paper.
Network

Next Hop

Path
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AS Relationships and Routing Table Entry Patterns



Our algorithm for inferring AS relationships is based on
the fa t that ea h AS sets up its export poli ies a ording
to its relationships with neighboring ASes. In this se tion,
we des ribe the annotated AS graph representation, export
poli es, and routing table entry patterns resulted from the
export poli es.




3.1 Annotated AS Graph and Sele tive Export Rule

and its ustomer routes, but usually does not export
its provider or peer routes.
Exporting to a ustomer: In ex hanging routing
information with a ustomer, an AS an export its
routes and its ustomer routes, and as well as its provider
or peer routes.
Exporting to a peer: In ex hanging routing information with a peer, an AS an export its routes and
its ustomer routes, but usually does not export its
provider or peer routes.
Exporting to a sibling: In ex hanging routing information with a sibling, an AS an export its routes
and routes of its ustomers, and as well as its provider
or peer routes.

We propose to represent AS relationships by an annotated
AS graph. An annotated AS graph is a partially dire ted
graph whose nodes represent ASes and whose edges are In summary, an AS sele tively provides transit servi es for
lassi ed into provider-to- ustomer, ustomer-to-provider, its neighboring ASes. An AS sets up its export poli y a peer-to-peer and sibling-to-sibling edges. Furthermore, only ording to the following rule.
edges between providers and ustomers are dire ted. When
traversing an edge from a provider to a ustomer, we refer Sele tive Export Rule :
(a) Consider AS u and AS v 2 provider(u) [ peer(u).
to the edge as a provider-to- ustomer edge. When traversFor ea h best route r of u, if r is a provider or peer
ing an edge from a ustomer to a provider, we refer to
route of u, then export(v; u)[frg℄ = fg.
the edge as a ustomer-to-provider edge. We all the edge
(b) Consider AS u and AS v 2 ustomer(u)[sibling (u).
between two ASes that have a peering relationship a peerThere is a best route r of u su h that r is a provider
to-peer edge and the edge between two ASes that have a
or
peer route of u, and export(v; u)[frg℄ 6= fg.
sibling relationship a sibling-to-sibling edge. Figure 2 shows
an example of an annotated AS graph.
Note that although exporting poli ies are the same for
providers
and peers (or ustomers and siblings), providerAS1
AS7
ustomer
relationships
are asymmetri and peering (or sibprovider-to
ling) relationships are symmetri , whi h is the key in distin-customer edge
guishing provider- ustomer relationships from peering (or
peer-to-peer
AS3
AS6
edge
AS2
sibling) relationships. Formally, AS u transits traÆ for
sibling-toAS v i AS u transits some of its provider or peer routes
sibling edge
to AS v , i.e., there is a best route r of u su h that r is
a provider or peer route of u and export(v; u)[frg℄ 6= fg.
AS5
AS4
Now we an determine AS relationships as follows.
Figure 2: An Annotated AS Graph



Ea h AS sets up its export poli ies a ording to its relationships with neighboring ASes. We de ne ustomer(a),
peer (a), sibling (a), and provider (a) as the set of ustomers,
peers, siblings, and providers of a, respe tively. We lassify the set of routes for an AS into ustomer, provider, and
peer routes. A route r of AS u is a ustomer (provider, or
peer) route if the rst non-sibling-to-sibling edge in r:as path
is a provider-to- ustomer ( ustomer-to-provider, or peerto-peer) edge. More pre isely, let r:as path = (u1 ; : : : ; un ).
If (ui ; ui+1 ) is a sibling-to-sibling edge for all i < j and
(uj ; uj +1 ) is a provider-to- ustomer ( ustomer-to-provider
or peer-to-peer) edge, then r is a ustomer (provider or
peer) route. If (ui ; ui+1 ) is a sibling-to-sibling edge for all
i < n. then r is de ned to be u's own route. The AS
relationships translate into the following rules that govern
BGP export poli ies [23, 3℄:



 Exporting to a provider: In ex hanging routing in-

formation with a provider, an AS an export its routes
5



ASes u and v have a peering relationship i neither u
transits traÆ for v nor v transits traÆ for u.
AS u is a provider of AS v i u transits traÆ for v
and v does not transit traÆ for u.
ASes u and v have a sibling relationship i both u
transits traÆ for v and v transits traÆ for u.

Note that the relationship between two ASes might not
dire tly orrespond to the business or ommer ial agreement between the administrative domains that the ASes
belong to. It is possible to have a ommer ial agreement
between two ASes that in ludes a mixture of providerustomer, peering, and mutual-ba kup agreements. Two
ASes might set up di erent export poli ies at di erent BGP
sessions between the ASes. The relationship between two
ASes re e ts the most dominant ommer ial agreement between their respe tive administrative domains. The ommer ial agreements an be ordered from the most dominant
to the least dominant as follows: mutual transit/ba kup,
provider- ustomer, and peering agreement.

3.2 Routing Table Entry Patterns

AS2

AS6
provider-to
-customer edge

The sele tive export rule indi ates that a BGP routing table entry should have a ertain pattern. Before we explain
the pattern, we present a lemma that infers export poli ies
from routing table entries. This lemma aids us to derive
the routing table entry patterns.
Lemma 3.1 If u0's BGP routing table ontains an entry
with AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) for destination pre x d, i.e.,
there is an entry e su h that e 2 Routing T able(u0; d) and
e:as path = (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ), then we on lude that for 1 
i  n,
(a) ui sele ts a route with as path (ui+1 ; : : : ; un ) as the best
route to pre x d, i.e., B (ui ; d):as path = (ui+1 ; : : : ; un ).
(b) ui exports its best route to ui 1 , i.e.,
export(ui 1 ; ui )[fB (ui ; d)g℄ 6= fg.
Proof: We prove by indu tion on i. We rst prove for the
ase that i = 1. From Equation (1), B (u1 ; d):as path =
(u2 ; : : : ; un ) sin e otherwise u0 's BGP routing table does
not ontain an entry with AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) for destination pre x d. If export(u0 ; u1 )[fB (u1 ; d)g℄ = fg, then
the routing table of u0 does not ontains a route to d with
AS path (u1 ; : : : ; un ). Therefore, export(u0 ; u1 )[fB (u1 ; d)g℄
6= fg. Suppose the lemma is true for i < k. That is,
B (uk 1 ; d):as path = (uk ; : : : ; un ). Then uk 1 's BGP routing table ontains an entry with AS path (uk ; : : : ; un ) for
destination pre x d. Now we an use the same argument
for i = k as for i = 1.
In the next theorem, we show that the sele tive export
rule and Lemma 3.1 ensure that the AS path of an BGP
routing table entry has the property
Valley-free: after traversing a provider-to- ustomer or
peer-to-peer edge, the AS path an not traverse a ustomerto-provider or peer-to-peer edge. Formally, an AS path
(u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) is valley-free i the following onditions
hold true.

peer-to-peer
edge

AS3

AS1

sibling-tosibling edge

AS4

AS5

Figure 3: AS paths (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 6, 3) are valley-free
while AS paths (1, 4, 3) and (1, 4, 5, 3) are not valley-free.

Proof: We prove by

ontradi tion. Suppose that AS path
(u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) in a BGP routing table entry is not valleyfree. Let d be the destination pre x for the routing table entry. AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) ontains either (a) a
provider-to- ustomer edge that is followed by a ustomerto-provider or peer-to-peer edge, or (b) a peer-to-peer edge
that is followed by a ustomer-to-provider or peer-to-peer
edge.
In the ase of (a), there is i < n su h that (ui ; ui+1 )
is a provider-to- ustomer edge and there is k > i su h
that (uk ; uk+1 ) is a ustomer-to-provider or peer-to-peer
edge. Assume that j is smallest k su h that (uk ; uk+1 ) is
a ustomer-to-provider or peer-to-peer edge. This means
that (um 1 ; um ) is either a provider-to- ustomer or siblingto-sibling edge for i < m  j . Let l be the largest m su h
that (um 1 ; um ) is a provider-to- ustomer edge. That is,
for l < k < j , (uk 1 ; uk ) is a sibling-to-sibling edge. From
Lemma 3.1, we have that B (ul ; d) is a provider route of
ul and export(ul 1 ; ul )[fB (ul ; d)g℄ 6= fg.
However, this
ontradi ts the sele tive export poli y rule sin e ul 1 is a
provider or peer of ul .
In the ase of (b), a similar argument applies.
The valley-free property derived from Theorem 3.1 enables
identify patterns for BGP routing table en A provider-to- ustomer edge an be followed tries. usWetohave
a orollary that indi ates su h patterns.
by only provider-to- ustomer or sibling-to-sibling
But
rst,
we
de
ne notations that simplify the des ription
edges: If (ui ; ui+1 ) is a provider-to- ustomer edge,
of
the
routing
table
entry patterns.
then (uj ; uj +1 ) must be either a provider-to- ustomer
or a sibling-to-sibling edge for any i < j < n.
Downhill Path: a sequen e of edges that are either
 A peer-to-peer edge an be followed by only
provider-to- ustomer or sibling-to-sibling edges. Forprovider-to- ustomer or sibling-to-sibling edges:
mally, a path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un 1 ; un ) is a downhill path
If (ui ; ui+1 ) is a peer-to-peer edge, then (uj ; uj +1 ) must
i (ui ; ui+1 ) is either a provider-to- ustomer or a siblingbe either a provider-to- ustomer or a sibling-to-sibling
to-sibling edge for all i < n.
edge for any i < j < n.
Uphill Path: a sequen e of edges that are either ustomerto-provider or sibling-to-sibling edges. Formally, a
or example, in Figure 3, AS paths (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 6, 3)
path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) is an uphill path i (ui ; ui+1 )
are valley-free while AS paths (1, 4, 3) and (1, 4, 5, 3) are
is either a ustomer-to-provider or a sibling-to-sibling
not valley-free. Note that the sele tive export rule ensures
edge for all i < n.
that BGP routing table entries ontain only valley-free AS
paths. For example, if AS path (1, 4, 3) appears in a BGP Corollary 3.1 An AS path of a BGP routing table entry
routing table, then AS 4 exports its provider route (3) to has one of the following patterns:
its provider AS 1. This violates the sele tive export rule. (a) an uphill path,
Formally, we have the following theorem.
(b) a downhill path,
Theorem 3.1 If all ASes set their export poli ies a ord- ( ) an uphill path followed by a downhill path,
ing to the sele tive export rule, then the AS path in any (d) an uphill path followed by a peer-to-peer edge,
(e) a peer-to-peer edge followed by a downhill path,
BGP routing table entry is valley-free.
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tween the uphill and downhill top provider. Therefore, the
top provider of an AS path is the AS that has the highest
degree among all ASes in the AS path.
For the sake of simpli ity, we rst lassify edges into
provider-to- ustomer and sibling-to-sibling edges. Now,
we an infer that onse utive AS pairs that appear before
the top provider in the AS path are ustomer-to-provider
or sibling-to-sibling edges, and onse utive pairs that appear after the top provider in the AS path are providerto- ustomer or sibling-to-sibling edges. We then identify
peer-to-peer edges from the set of AS pairs that appear
only as the top provider and the top provider's neighbor in
an AS path. We rst show algorithms that lassify AS relationships into provider-to- ustomer and sibling-to-sibling
edges in Se tion 4.1, and then present an algorithm that
identi es AS pairs that have peering relationships in Se tion 4.2.

or (f) an uphill path followed by a peer-to-peer edge, whi h
is followed by a downhill path.

It is easy to verify that any other types of AS paths are
not valley-free. Corollary 3.1 implies that an AS path an
be partitioned into either:
(a) the maximal uphill path, the peer-to-peer edge and
the maximal downhill path in order or
(b) the maximal uphill path and the maximal downhill
path in order,
where the maximal uphill path and the maximal downhill
path are de ned as follows.
Maximal uphill path: the longest uphill path in the AS
path. Formally, (u1 ; : : : ; ui ) is the maximal uphill path
of AS path (u1 ; : : : ; un ) i (u1 ; : : : ; ui ) is an uphill
path and (ui ; ui+1 ) is a provider-to- ustomer or peerto-peer edge.
Maximal downhill path: the remaining AS path after
removing the maximal uphill path and the peer-topeer edge. Formally, (uj ; : : : ; un ) is the maximal downhill path of AS path (u1 ; : : : ; un ) i (uj ; : : : ; un ) is a
downhill path and (uj 1 ; uj ) is a peer-to-peer edge or
belongs to the maximal uphill path.
Note that any one or both of the maximal uphill path and
the maximal downhill path of an AS path an be empty.
An AS path an have an uphill top provider and a downhill
top provider, where the uphill top provider is the last AS
in its maximal uphill path and the downhill top provider is
the rst AS in its maximal downhill path. Note that an AS
path's uphill top provider and downhill top provider are the
same AS if there is no peer-to-peer edge in the AS path. If
the uphill and downhill top providers are known, then we
an infer the relationship between any onse utive pair of
the AS path. Therefore, identifying the uphill and downhill
top providers is the key in inferring AS relationships.
The goal of this paper is to produ e an annotated AS
graph by taking advantage of BGP routing table entry patterns. In other words, given BGP routing tables, we derive
an annotated AS graph G that is onsistent with the BGP
routing tables. In the next two se tions, we present heuristi algorithms that use BGP routing tables to infer AS
relationships and show experimental results derived from
BGP routing tables.

4.1 Algorithms for Inferring Provider
-Customer and Sibling Relationships
In this se tion, we rst present a basi algorithm for inferring provider- ustomer and sibling relationships in Se tion
4.1.1. We then re ne this algorithm in Se tion 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Basi Algorithm

Our basi heuristi algorithm goes through the AS path
of ea h routing table entry. It nds the highest degree
AS and lets the AS be the top provider of the AS path.
Knowing the top provider, we an infer that onse utive AS
pairs before the top provider are ustomer-to-provider or
sibling-to-sibling edges, and onse utive AS pairs after the
top provider are provider-to- ustomer or sibling-to-sibling
edges. Note that we traverse an AS path in the order that
ASes are visited when a pa ket is sent from the sour e
to the destination. More pre isely, if an AS pair (u1 ; u2 )
appears before the top provider of an AS path, then u2
provides transit servi es for u1 , and if an AS pair (u1 ; u2 )
appears after the top provider of an AS path, then u1 provides transit servi es for u2 . Therefore, u1 is a provider
of u2 i u1 provides transit servi es for u2 and u2 does
not provide transit servi es for u1 . An AS pair have a sibling relationship if the pair provide transit servi es for ea h
other.
This leads to a three-phase heuristi algorithm for in4 Heuristi Algorithms for Inferring ferring provider- ustomer and sibling relationships. The
rst phase parses routing tables and al ulates the degree
AS Relationships
of ea h AS. The se ond phase parses ea h entry of the
In this se tion, we present heuristi algorithms for inferring routing tables. It rst identi es the top provider and then
AS relationships given a set of routing tables. Our algo- assigns onse utive AS pairs before the top provider with a
rithms are based on the intuition that a provider typi ally transit relationship and onse utive AS pairs after the top
has a larger size than its ustomer does and the size of an provider with a transit relationship. Figure 4 shows the
AS is typi ally proportional to its degree in the AS graph. basi algorithm in details.
The basi algorithm has the running time omplexity of
The uphill (or downhill) top provider of an AS path should
be the AS that has the highest degree among all ASes in O(N ), where N is the total number of onse utive AS pairs
its maximal uphill (or downhill) path. Let the top provider in the routing tables. As we will see later, we evaluate the
of an AS path to be the AS that has a higher degree be- algorithm by using a publi ly available routing table, in
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speaking routers a e t only a small number of routing table entries. Spe i ally, we use the heuristi that if no
more than L routing table entries infer that AS u provides
transit servi es for AS v and more than L routing table
entries infer that AS v provides transit servi es for AS u,
then we ignore the routing table entries that infer that AS
u transits for AS v and we on lude that u is a ustomer
of v , where L is a small onstant.
The re ned algorithm infers AS relationships as follows.
The rst phase parses routing tables and al ulates the
degree of ea h AS. The se ond phase parses ea h entry of
the routing tables. It ounts the number of routing table
entries that infer an AS pair having a transit relationship
by assigning onse utive AS pairs before the top provider
with a transit relationship and onse utive AS pairs after
the top provider with a transit relationship. The third
phase nalizes the relationship between AS pairs. If more
than L routing table entries infer that AS u transits traÆ
for AS v and more than L routing table entries infer that
AS v transits traÆ for AS u, then v is a sibling of u. If
at least one and at most L routing table entries infer that
AS u transits traÆ for AS v and at least one and at most
L routing table entries infer that AS v transits traÆ for
AS u, then v is a sibling of u. Otherwise, if no routing
table entry infers that u transits traÆ for v or at least L
routing table entries infer that v transits traÆ for u, then
v is a provider of u. Note that unlike the basi algorithm,
the re ned algorithm ignores some routing table entries.
Figure 5 shows the re ned algorithm in details.

Basi Algorithm:

Input: BGP routing tables
Output: Annotated AS graph G

Phase 1: Compute the degree for ea h AS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For ea h as path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) in routing tables,
for ea h i = 1; : : : ; n 1,
neighbor[ui ℄ = neighbor[ui ℄ [fui+1 g
neighbor[ui+1 ℄ = neighbor[ui+1 ℄ [fui g
For ea h AS u,
degree[u℄ = jneighbor[u℄j

Phase 2: Parse AS path to initialize onse utive
AS pair's transit relationship
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For ea h as path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ) in RT ,
nd the smallest j su h that degree[uj ℄=
max1in degree[ui ℄
for i = 1; : : : ; j 1,
transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄=1
for i = j; : : : ; n 1,
transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄=1

Phase 3: Assign relationships to AS pairs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

For ea h AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ),
for i = 1; : : : ; n 1,
if transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄=1 and transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄=1
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄ = sibling-to-sibling
else if transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄=1
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄=provider-to- ustomer
else if transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄=1
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄= ustomer-to-provider

4.2 A Heuristi Algorithm for Inferring
Peering Relationships

Figure 4: Basi Heuristi Algorithm

Both the basi and re ned algorithms lassify AS relationships into provider- ustomer or sibling relationships only.
In this se tion, we present a heuristi algorithm for identifying peering relationships. An AS pair have a peering
relationship if and only if the AS pair do not transit traffor ea h other. Therefore, we rst identify all AS pairs
that have transit relationships. A ording to Corollary 3.1,
if an AS pair appear onse utively in an AS path and neither of the AS pair is the top provider of the AS path, then
the AS pair have a transit relationship and therefore, the
AS pair do not have a peering relationship. Furthermore,
a ording to Corollary 3.1, an AS path has at most one
onse utive AS pair that have a peering relationship. That
is, a top provider an have a peering relationship with at
most one of its neighbors in the AS path. Sin e an AS pair
that have a peering relationship are typi ally of omparable size, we identify the neighboring AS of the top provider
that the top provider does not have a peering relationship
with using the heuristi that the top provider is more likely
to peer with its neighbor with a higher degree. That is, if
the top provider does not have a sibling relationship with
anyone of its neighboring ASes in the AS path, then the
top provider does not have a peering relationship with the
neighbor with smaller degree.
Finally, sin e we might not have routing tables from all

whi h there are 1 million route entries and N is over 2.6
million. Therefore, it is important to onstru t a linear
time algorithm in N .

4.1.2 Re ned Algorithm
The basi algorithm assumes that all BGP speaking routers
are on gured orre tly. However, it is possible that some
BGP speaking routers are mis on gured in the sense that
they do not onform to the sele tive export rule. This
might lead to in orre t inferen e of AS relationships from
routing tables. For example, AS u and AS v are providers
of AS w. However, AS w mis on gures its BGP speaker
router su h that AS w transits traÆ between ASes u and
v . In the routing table of AS u, there is a routing table
entry with AS path (u; w; v ). Suppose AS v has the highest
degree among the three ASes. The Basi algorithm infers
that w transits traÆ for u, whi h ontradi ts with the
fa t that u is a provider of w. To redu e the possibility of
in orre t inferen e, we propose a re ned algorithm that determines AS relationships by ounting the number of routing table entries that on lude transit relationships. In
the re ned algorithm, we assume that mis on gured BGP
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Re ned Algorithm:

Input: BGP routing tables
Output: Annotated AS graph G

Phase 1: Same as Phase 1 in the basi algorithm
Phase 2: Count the number of routing table entries that infer an AS pair having
a transit relationship
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For ea h AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ),
nd the smallest j su h that degree[uj ℄=max1in degree[ui ℄
for i = 1; : : : ; j 1,
transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄=transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄+1
for i = j; : : : ; n 1,
transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄=transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄+1

Phase 3: Assign relationships to AS pairs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

For ea h AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ),
for i = 1; : : : ; n 1,
if (transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄> L and transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄> L)
or (transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄ L and transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄> 0
and transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄ L and transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄> 0)
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄ = sibling-to-sibling
else if transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄> L or transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄= 0
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄=provider-to- ustomer
else if transit[ui ; ui+1 ℄> L or transit[ui+1 ; ui ℄= 0
edge[ui ; ui+1 ℄= ustomer-to-provider
Figure 5: Re ned Heuristi Algorithm

BGP speaking routers, we might not be able to identify all 5 Inferring AS Relationships in the
AS pairs that do not have peering relationships using the
Internet
heuristi des ribed above. To eliminate more AS pairs from
having peering relationships, we use the heuristi that the In this se tion, we present experimental results of inferring
sizes of two peers do not di er signi antly. Spe i ally, AS relationships in the Internet. Ideally, we would perform
we assume that the degrees of the two ASes that have a experiments on BGP routing tables of all BGP speaking
peering relationship do not di er by more than R times, routers in the Internet. However, there are a limited numwhere R is a onstant that has to be ne-tuned. Note that ber of BGP routing tables publi ly available. We hoose
the need for the onstant R is unfortunate and it is not to use BGP routing tables from the Route Views router in
lear how to properly set it. A ordingly, some ina ura y Oregon [16℄, whi h has the most omplete view urrently
might be introdu ed to the orresponding inferen e. On available. The Router Views router establishes BGP peerthe other hand, the more BGP routing tables we use for ing sessions with 22 ISPs at 24 lo ations as shown in Table
the inferen e, the less ru ial the hoi e of R is. This is 1. The Route Views server olle ts the BGP routing table
be ause we an eliminate an AS pair from having a peering on e every night [20℄. For the detailed des ription of the
relationship if the AS pair appear in any BGP routing table Route Views server, see [16℄.
entry as having a transit relationship or being not likely to
peer as des ribed earlier. The use of R to eliminate an
AS pair from having a peering relationship plays a less 5.1 Experimental Results
signi ant role.
We implement the Basi , Re ned, and Final algorithms
The nal algorithm infers peering relationships as fol- using the perl programming language. For the Re ned allows. Phase 1 oarsely lassi es AS pairs into having provider- gorithm, we hoose L = 1 so as to ignore fewer number of
ustomer or sibling relationships. Phase 2 identi es all AS routing table entries. For the Final algorithm, we use the
pairs that an not peer with ea h other. Finally, Phase 3 Basi algorithm to infer sibling relationships and let the
identify peering relationships from the rest of onne ted AS limit of the ratio between the degrees of two peering ASes,
pairs by using the heuristi that two peering ASes' degrees R, be in nite or 60. Note that we hoose to use R = 60 due
do not di er by more than R times. Figure 6 presents the to the urrent onne tivity of top tier providers. There are
nal algorithm in details.
only two ASes whose degrees are greater than 420 and few
ASes with degree less than 7 peer with tier-1 providers. Ad9

Final Algorithm:

Input: BGP routing tables
Output: Annotated AS graph G

Phase 1: Use either Basi or Re ned algorithm to oarsely
lassify AS pairs into provider- ustomer or sibling relationships
Phase 2: Identify AS pairs that an not have a peering relationship

1. For ea h AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ),
2.
nd the AS uj su h that degree[uj ℄=max1in degree[ui ℄
3.
for i = 1; : : : ; j 2,
4.
notpeering[ui ; ui+1 ℄=1
5.
for i = j + 1; : : : ; n 1,
6.
notpeering[ui ; ui+1 ℄=1
7.
if edge[uj 1 ; uj ℄6=sibling-to-sibling and edge[uj ; uj +1 ℄6= sibling-to-sibling
8.
if degree[uj 1 ℄>degree[uj +1 ℄
9.
notpeering[uj ; uj +1 ℄= 1
10.
else
11.
notpeering[uj 1 ; uj ℄= 1

Phase 3: Assign peering relationships to AS pairs
1.
2.
3.
4.

For ea h AS path (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; un ),
for j=1, ..., n-1,
if notpeering[uj ; uj +1 ℄6= 1 and notpeering[uj +1 ; uj ℄6= 1 and
degree[uj ℄/degree[uj +1 ℄< R and degree[uj ℄/degree[uj +1 ℄> 1=R
edge[uj ; uj +1 ℄ = peer-to-peer
Figure 6: Final Algorithm

ANS
ATT
BBNPlanet
CERFnet
DIGEX
EBONE
ESnet
RIPE NCC
IAGnet
IIJ
JINX
LINX
C&W USA
PIPEX
Sprint
vBNS
Verio
Verio
bla krose.org
Abilene
Con entri
GIGABELL
GIGABELL
GIGABELL

(Cleveland)
(Chi ago)
(Palo Alto)
(San Diego)
(MAE-EAST)
(EU)
(GA)
(Amsterdam)
(Chi ago)
(Japan)
(Johannesburg)
(London)
(San Fran is o)
(London)
(Sto kton)
(Hayward)
(MAE-WEST)
(MAE-EAST)
(Ann Arbor)
(Indiana)
(MAE-WEST)
(Frankfurt)
(MAE-FRANKFURT)
(Espanix)

206.157.77.11
12.127.0.249
4.0.0.2
134.24.127.3
192.41.177.192
192.121.154.25
134.55.24.6
193.0.0.56
204.42.253.253
202.232.1.8
196.7.106.152
194.68.130.254
204.70.4.89
158.43.133.48
144.228.240.93
204.147.128.137
129.250.0.3
129.250.0.1
204.212.44.128
198.32.8.252
205.158.2.126
195.211.222.254
195.211.222.6
195.211.222.13

through AS1673
through AS7018
through AS1
through AS1740
through AS2548
through AS1755
through AS293
through AS3333
through AS267
through AS2497
through AS2905
through AS5459
through AS3561
through AS1849
through AS1239
through AS145
through AS2914
through AS2914
through AS234
through AS11537
through AS2828
through AS5409
through AS5409
through AS5409

Table 1: Current ontributors of route views
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mittedly, this might ex lude some peer-to-peer edges. We
will see in the next subse tion that ne-tuning R to be 60
an signi antly improve the inferen e result for peering
relationships. We run the algorithms for the BGP routing tables from 1999/9/27, 2000/1/2 and 2000/3/9. The
number of edges in the AS graph, the number of siblingto-sibling edges inferred by both the Basi and Re ned
algorithms, and the number of peer-to-peer edges inferred
by the Final algorithm are shown in Table 2.
Note that the total number of edges in the AS graph is
in onsistent with the publi ly available data at [20℄. In [20℄,
AS summary data indi ates that there are 13895 edges on
2000/1/2 and 12468 edges on 1999/9/27. Be ause of the
AS prepend operation in BGP, an AS an appear more
than on e in a routing table entry. The perl s ript [20℄
over ounts the number of edges by in luding self edges (A
self edge is an edge between an AS and itself) when parsing
the BGP routing table. We eliminate self edges in our perl
programs.
These BGP routing tables ontain almost 1 million routing table entries. From the BGP routing table on 1999/9/27,
the Basi and Final algorithms infer that among 11288 AS
graph edges, there are 10745 provider-to- ustomer edges,
149 sibling-to-sibling edges, and 884 peer-to-peer edges.
By using the Re ned algorithm, the number of siblingto-sibling edges is redu ed to 124 and by using the Final
algorithm with R = 60, the number of peer-to-peer edges
is redu ed to 733.
From the BGP routing table on 2000/1/2, the Basi and
Final algorithms infer that among 12571 AS graph edges,
there are 12013 provider-to- ustomer edges, 186 sibling-tosibling edges, and 372 peer-to-peer edges. By using the
Re ned algorithm, the number of sibling-to-sibling edges
is redu ed to 135 and by using the Final algorithm with
R = 60, the number of peer-to-peer edges is redu ed to 668.
From the BGP routing table on 2000/3/9, the Basi and
Final algorithms infer that among 13800 AS graph edges,
there are 13661 provider-to- ustomer edges, 203 sibling-tosibling edges, and 836 peer-to-peer edges. By using the
Re ned algorithm, the number of sibling-to-sibling edges
is redu ed to 157 and by using the Final algorithm with
R = 60, the number of peer-to-peer edges is redu ed to 713.
Therefore, for all three routing tables, we an nd a onsistent view of AS relationships whi h has more than 90.5%
provider-to- ustomer edges, less than 1.5% of sibling-tosibling edges and less than 8% of peer-to-peer edges. Note
that the small per ent of peer-to-peer edges might be aused
by the in omplete view of the Route Views router. Sin e
the Route Views router peers with mostly tier-1 providers,
peering between tier-2 or tier-3 ISPs might not be manifested in the Route Views routing table due to the sele tive
export rule and the fa t that only the best routes are exported. We also observe that the number or the per entage
of sibling-to-sibling edges is in reasing. It might be aused
by the in reasing number of omplex AS relationships and
ISP mergers.
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Our Inferen e
Customer
Provider(1)
Peer
Sibling
Nonexistent
Overall

AT&T Information
Customer
Peer
Peer
Customer
Sibling
Peer
Customer
Customer
Peer
Con rmed
Un on rmed

Per entage of ASes
100%
100%
77.4%
22.6%
20%
60%
20%
95.6%
4.4%
96.3%
3.7%

Table 3: Comparing inferen e results from Basi and
Final(R = 1) with AT&T internal information

5.2 Veri ation of Inferred Relationships
by AT&T
Although there is no publi ly available information about
AS relationships, we verify our inferred relationships by
omparing with AT&T internal information on AT&T Common IP Ba kbone. We ompare our data for Mar h 9, 2000
with that of AT&T Common IP Ba kbone on the same day.
Table 3 ompares the inferen e results from Basi and
Final(R = 1) algorithms with AT&T internal information. Sin e we an not reveal AT&T internal information
on ea h type of relationship, we present the omparison results in terms of per entage ex ept for some spe ial ases.
From the table, we see that 100% of our inferred ustomers
are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. 0% of
our inferred provider is on rmed by the AT&T internal
information. Note that we infer that AT&T has only one
provider while AT&T has no provider. 77.4% of our inferred peers are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. 20% of our inferred siblings are on rmed by the
AT&T internal information. Note we do not ne essarily
have all AT&T's neighbors from the routing table of Route
Views sin e AT&T announ es only its best routes to outside and some of its announ ed routes are aggregate routes.
Out of neighbors from the AT&T list, 20% ASes do not
exist in our adja en y list and most of these ASes are ustomers of AT&T. Out of all of our inferen e results, 96.3%
of inferen e results are on rmed by the AT&T internal
information. Note that 96.3% a ura y is relative to only
AT&T's relationships with its neighbors. Using AT&T's
internal information, we an verify 3.32% of edges that appear in the Router Views' BGP routing table. For AT&T's
relationships with its neighbors, most of the ina urate inferen e is aused by the mis lassi ation of peering relationships into provider- ustomer relationship. This onrms the need of ne-tuning R due to the la k of suÆ ient
BGP routing tables. We will see later that by ne-tuning
R, it is possible to a hieve better a
ura y for AT&T's
relationships with others.
Table 4 ompares the inferen e results from Re ned(L =

Total
Routing
Entries

Total
edges

1999/9/27 968674
2000/1/2 936058
2000/3/9 1227596

11288
12571
13800

Sibling-to-sibling
edges inferred by
Basi
(Per entage)
149 (1.3%)
186 (1.47%)
203 (1.47%)

Sibling-to-sibling
edges inferred by
Re ned[L = 1℄
(Ignored Entries)
124 (25)
135 (51)
157 (46)

Peer-to-peer
edges inferred by
Final[R = 1℄
(Per entage)
884 (7.8%)
838 (6.7%)
857 (6.2%)

Peer-to-peer
edges inferred by
Final[R = 60℄
(Per entage)
733 (6.5%)
668 (5.3%)
713 (5.7%)

Table 2: Inferen e Results
Our Inferen e
Customer
Provider(1)
Peer
Sibling
Nonexistent
Overall

AT&T Information
Customer
Peer
Peer
Customer
Sibling
Peer
Customer
Customer
Peer
Con rmed
Un on rmed

Per entage of ASes
100%
100%
77.4%
22.6%
25%
50%
25%
95.6%
4.4%
96.5%
3.5%

Table 4: Comparing inferen e results from Re ned(L = 1)
and Final(R = 1) with AT&T internal information

Our Inferen e
Customer
Provider(1)
Peer
Sibling
Nonexistent
Overall

AT&T Information
Customer
Peer
Peer
Sibling
Peer
Customer
Customer
Peer
Con rmed
Un on rmed

Per entage of ASes
100%
100%
100%
25%
50%
25%
95.6%
4.4%
99.1%
0.9%

Table 5: Comparing inferen e results from Re ned(L = 1)
and Final(R = 60) with AT&T internal information

5.3 Veri ations by the WHOIS server
We verify our inferred sibling relationships by he king
with the WHOIS lookup servi e. Sin e the WHOIS lookup
servi e supplies the name and address of the ompany that
owns an AS, we an on rm that an AS pair has a sibling
relationship if the two ASes belong to the same ompany
or two merging ompanies (su h as AT&T and Cerfnet).
Further, we also on rm that an AS pair has a sibling relationship if the ASes belong to two small ompanies that
are lo ated in the same ity (whi h in reases the likelihood
that they have a mutual-transit agreement). We manually queried the WHOIS lookup servi e and on rmed 101
of 186 inferred sibling relationships for the 2000/1/2 data.
This is 54.3% of the inferred sibling relationships. Note
that, however, the WHOIS server might not be ompletely
a urate sin e its database might ontain stale re ords.
Therefore, it is possible that the WHOIS server might
falsely on rm a relationship. With that aveat in mind, we
use it for the la k of a better avenue by whi h to verify our
inferen e results. By the same token, other un on rmed
sibling relationships might still have sibling relationships
sin e the WHOIS lookup servi e might be out of date and
we do not have suÆ ient information about ISP mergers.
Re ned algorithm redu es the number of sibling relationships by ignoring some of routing table entries as shown in
Table 2. For 1999/9/27 data, the Re ned algorithm infers 124 sibling-to-sibling edges by ignoring only 25 route
entries. For 2000/1/2 data, the Re ned algorithm infers
135 sibling-to-sibling edges by ignoring only 51 route en-

1) and Final(R = 1) with AT&T internal information.
From the table, we see that 100% of our inferred ustomers
are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. 77.4%
of our inferred peers are on rmed by the AT&T internal
information. 25% of our inferred siblings are on rmed by
the AT&T internal information. Out of all of our inferen e results, 96.5% of inferen e results are on rmed by
the AT&T internal information. Using Re ned algorithm,
we improve the inferen e results on sibling relationships.
Table 5 ompares the inferen e results from Re ned(L =
1) and Final(R = 60) with AT&T internal information.
From the table, we see that 100% of our inferred ustomers
are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. 100% of
our inferred peers are on rmed by the AT&T internal information. 25% of our inferred siblings are on rmed by
the AT&T internal information. Out of our inferen e results, 99.1% of inferen e results are on rmed by the AT&T
internal information. Using the heuristi that peers are
typi ally of omparable sizes by setting a reasonable value
for R, we improve the inferen e results on peering relationships signi antly. Note that although it is problemati to
sele t a proper value for R, it is en ouraging to see that it is
possible to a hieve 100% on rmation for peering relationship inferen e for an ISP. At the same time, this suggests
that we should ombine other information with our inferen e te hniques to a hieve better a ura y for important
business appli ations.
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tries. For 2000/3/9 data, the Re ned algorithm infers 157
sibling-to-sibling edges by ignoring only 46 route entries.
This en ourages us to look into routing table entries that
infer un on rmed sibling relationships and analyze routes
that might mislead us in inferring AS relationships.
We analyze the routes that ontribute to the inferen e
of un on rmed sibling relationships. Our goal is to nd
the possible patterns for these routes and perhaps to use
the patterns to in rease the a ura y of then inferen e. We
report here several possible reasons behind the inferen e of
un on rmed sibling relationships.

6

Con lusions and Future Work

Interdomain routing poli ies are onstrained by ommer ial
ontra tual relationships between administrative domains.
As a result, AS relationships are an inherent aspe t of the
Internet routing stru ture. We present heuristi algorithms
that infer AS relationships from BGP routing tables. The
algorithm is based on the fa t that a provider is typi ally
larger than its ustomers and two peers are typi ally of
omparable size. We perform an experimental study of
AS relationships in the Internet. Out of the onne ted AS
1. Router Con guration Typo: some router prepends pairs seen from Route Views, our heuristi algorithm lasits AS number by expli itly spe ifying the AS numbers si es more than 90.5% of AS pairs into provider- ustomer
to prepend. A typo in the on guration an result relationships, less than 1.5% of AS pairs into sibling relarouting table entries that violate the loop-avoidan e tionships, and less than 8% of AS pairs into peering relarule de ned in BGP. For example, in AS path (7018 tionships. We verify our inferred relationships with both
3561 7057 7075 7057), AS7057 appears twi e and does AT&T internal information and the WHOIS lookup sernot appear onse utively. This might be the result of vi e. 99.1% of our inferred relationships between AT&T
and its neighboring ASes are on rmed by the AT&T inthe router on guration typo in AS7057.
2. Mis on guration of small ISPs: some small ISPs do ternal information. More than 50% of inferred sibling pairs
not follow the sele tive export rule in their router on- an be on rmed by the data from the WHOIS lookup serguration. For example, AS path (1239 11116 701 vi e. Furthermore, we identify routing table entries that
7018) has Sprint (AS1239) uses a small ISP in Cali- stem from unusual AS relationships or router mis on gufornia (AS11116) to get to AT&T (AS7018) via UUnet ration/bugs.
As part of ongoing work, we are exploring heuristi s that
(AS701). A ording to the AS graph, UUnet and
an
improve AS relationship inferen e. Many of s enarios
Sprint are dire tly onne ted although the route does
dis
ussed
in Se tion 5.3 an be ombined with additional
not use the dire t onne tion. It is likely that AS11116
knowledge
about ASes to improve our heuristi algorithms.
is a ustomer of both AS701 and AS1239. Therefore,
In
addition,
we plan to study several appli ations of AS rethis route might be aused by the mis on guration of
lationships.
First, ISPs an redu e mis on guration and
AS11116 that announ es its provider route to another
debug
router
on guration les [13, 15℄. Route poli ies
provider.
are
often
manually
on gured and therefore prone to er3. Unusual AS relationships: some AS pairs have their
rors.
Su
h
errors
an
propagate further to other ASes and
relationships de ned at the pre x level. For examan
potentially
ause
outage. Therefore, it is important
ple, in AS path (1239 3561 2856 701 702 1849 9090),
for
ISPs
to
monitor
the
re eived route announ ements usSprint (AS1239) uses AS3561 and AS2856 to get the
ing
AS
relationship
knowledge
and perhaps lter erroneous
route of UUnet (AS701) instead of using the dire t
routes
su
h
as
a
route
using
a
ustomer for transit traÆ
link to UUnet (AS701). Note that AS2856, AS1849
between
its
two
providers.
Further,
an ISP operator an
and AS9090 are European ASes. This might be the
s
an
its
BGP
routing
tables
periodi
ally
to identify potenresult of spe i ally de ned relationship for pre xes
tial
erroneous
routes
and
inform
the
originating
AS. We
in Europe.
would
like
to
build
tools
to
improve
the
reliability
of
Inter4. Ina ura y of the heuristi : the top provider does
net
routing.
These
tools
in
lude
features
su
h
as
debugging
not have the highest degree. For example, in AS path
(3333 7905 5727 1327), although AS3333 has the high- router on guration les so as to onform to the sele tive
est degree, it might not be the top provider of the export rule.
Se ond, ISPs or ompanies an use AS relationship inAS path sin e AS5727 (AT&T) is likely to be the top
formation
to plan for future ontra tual agreements. The
provider. Note that AS3333 is an European ISP.
ontra tual agreement between ISPs is onstantly evolving.
For example, a ompany might de ide to swit h to or add
Reasons 1, 2 and 3 suggest that we have to ignore some a tier-1 ISP as its provider. Verifying whether an ISP is
routing table entries in inferring AS relationships. It is a tier-1 ISPs involves understanding whether the ISP has
not lear, however, how to identify these entries. Reason a provider. As another example, an ISP might de ide to
4 hints that it might be wise to modify our heuristi for establish private peering relationships with other ISPs as
spe ial ASes. However, this an not be done without ad- it be omes larger. The ISP might want to rst understand
ditional knowledge su h as whi h ISP an AS belongs to. whi h tier that a potential ISP belongs to before olle ting
Therefore, it is a hallenging task to in rease the a ura y information on traÆ volume between the two ISPs. We
of the AS relationship inferen e with only BGP routing plan to systemati ally study the AS hierar hi al stru ture
using the AS relationship information.
tables.
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